Annual programme 2016-2017

**Travelling in Italy with Charles Dickens**

**Readings from *Pictures from Italy***

Venue: Dickens Fellowship Carrara Branch
Via Carriona, 41 Carrara

**25th September 2016**

Presentation of the annual programme and of the International Conference in Carrara (July 2017).
Presentation of *Pictures from Italy* and reading of The reader’s passport

**20th September 2016**

*An English marble businessman in Carrara: William Walton*
*By Virginia Pesciolli*
4th November 2016
Tony Williams President of the Dickens Fellowship in Carrara visiting Carrara Conference “Why the Victorians came to Italy”

27th November 2016
Readings from Pictures from Italy : “Genoa and its neighbourhood”

18th December 2016
Christmas with Dickens: “A Christmas Carol and more………”

15th January 2017
Readings from Pictures from Italy: “To Parma, Modena and Bologna”

29th January 2017
Readings from Pictures from Italy: “Through Bologna and Ferrara”

7th February 2017
Dicken’s birthday

26th February 2017
Readings from Pictures from Italy: “An Italian dream”

26th March 2017
Readings from Pictures from Italy “By Verona, Mantua and Milan, across the Pass of the Simplon into Switzerland”

9th April 2017
One day trip to Bagni di Lucca to visit the Ian Greenlees’s Archive and the English Church.

23rd April
Readings from Pictures from Italy “To Rome by Pisa and Siena”
28th May
Readings from Pictures from Italy “Rome”

11th June
Readings from Pictures from Italy “A rapid Diorama”